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Pascal, a young guy in his early thirties, a former actor and e-commerce whiz-kid from the 
Basel area in Switzerland, has become within the last 3 years or so the most acclaimed 
psychic over here on the continent. 
  
He was born on the 11 of February 1980 with the gift of ESP, of extra-sensory perception. He 
has gone through several years of psychic instruction in Switzerland and at the Arthur 
Findlay College. He still makes special time for ongoing training. 
  
His way to make easily contact with the other realms, with so-called deceased persons, his 
demonstrations of accurate information and helpful details from souls on the other side to 
sometimes deeply bereaved people on our side has won the respect and gratitude of many 
thousands of people. Pascal combines a warm and consoling attitude with down-to-earth 
humour which have won him many “fans”, especially also among young people, which is 
quite rare for the subject of “Talking with the Dead”. Even the prestigious “Neue Zuercher 
Zeitung” reported on him in an objective and yet very appreciative way. He was on German 
and Swiss television and offers demonstrations and seminars in Switzerland, Germany and 
Austria.  
  
All of his books have reached the top of the Swiss bestseller lists and are bestsellers in the 
German speaking countries. They have been translated into seven other languages. Pascal 
has developed the "Psychic Spine Alignment nach Pascal Voggenhuber®”. This is a new and 
very effective modality to help with back and spine problems, head aches and migraines. In 
2009 he has founded  the Spirit Messenger Center close to Basel, Switzerland, to share his 
knowledge and insights and to offer instruction for people interested to work as a medium or 
psychic. 
  
When you meet Pascal you might be wondering, „And this is a real psychic?“ He would 
probably wear his shawl reminding one of the typical “Arafat” garb; he sports deliberate 
tattoos on his left lower arm, he shuns incense and woo-woo stuff, he does not sit in a yoga 
posture, does not advocate special diets and looks and acts rather like the young guy from 
the hood nearby. 
  
Until he was about 20 years old he thought that it is “normal” to be able to see the “dead 
people”. His grandmother had this gift and his cousin works as a medium also. Now that he 
had realized that many people to not know and also do not believe that death is not the end, 
but a new beginning, he has set out to show people at large that other realms of being do 
exist. Often he speaks in front of several hundreds of people who are totally astonished and 
often moved to tears to hear something about and then even from their loved ones which no 
one else could possibly know.  
  
 



How should Pascal know in which way a grandma of someone in the audience has died, 
whom he never met before? What her room looked like, even what her name was and what 
she preferred to eat for breakfast?  
  
Why would he be told by his spirit guide or by deceased people where some of their body 
parts can be found or how they have been killed?  
  
That aspect was sometimes like a heavy burden for Pascal. He had to learn how to receive 
and transmit this type of information without being dragged or bogged down.  
  
He says, “That is not so easy. But my true vocation is to help people deal with the loss of a 
loved one and also facilitate that they open up for the reality of another “parallel” dimension, 
a spiritual realm of eternal souls, always in their own evolutionary development.” He adds: 
“When I look into the mirror in the evening, I know that there is no fake, but authentic 
information and real human care and help.” 
  

 
  

  
Pascal on … 
  
Mediumship: 
"If I would be a charlatan and could not help people, then no doctors and no police people 
would come to me. They deal with facts only, right? In England and in the USA it is more 
common that these profession work together with psychics, but in Switzerland and Germany 
police come only incognito to get some help with unsolved cases.” (In one of his books, 
“Botschafter der unsichtbaren Welt” – “Ambassador if the Unseen World” Pascal does 
describe such a case.) 
  
Ghost Busting:  
"It is being done in England, as far as I know, not over here on the continent. I would love to 
once go with a camera crew and check that out. I regard myself more like a researcher, a 
spiritual scientist than a metaphysicist or esoteric guy.”  
  
Trendy New Age Counselors: 
"It is okay that there are many different people out there, I like it. You only realize the 
greatness of the sun when you have experienced cold and wet weathers. As long as people 
can get real help from them, it is good that also they work.” 
  
Guardian Angel: 
"I feel that every human being has a guardian angel. Actually, that is a misnomer: It is rather 
a certain energy which protects and guides us.” 
  
 

  
 

 


